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Background and Motivation

● Knowledge distillation (KD) [1] transfers knowledge from a large teacher to a lightweight student. 

Objective: imitating the teacher’s behaviors and matching the ground truths.
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Knowledge fusion ratio: the trade-off between two signals.

Image source: Geoffrey Hinton, Oriol Vinyals, and Jeff Dean, Dark Knowledge.



Knowledge Fusion Ratio

● Current solutions [2-6] are sub-optimal:

Uniform fusion ratio across all samples / Cannot capture full dynamics of knowledge transfer. 
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Ignore the discrepancy 

between student’s predictions 

(S) and teacher’s predictions 

(T), denoted as ST. 

● Research Question: 

How to design a better sample-wise ratio for knowledge trade-off?



Motivation Experiments

● Our claim: determining the knowledge fusion ratio depends on ST and the correctness of 

teacher’s predictions. 

● Motivation experiments on CIFAR-100: a ResNet-34 teacher and a ResNet-18 student.
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D: samples with correct teacher’s predictions D’: samples with incorrect teacher’s predictions

Step 1: partition the dataset into two subsets.

Step 2: receive preliminary knowledge through initial student training with 𝛼 = 0.5 over 50 epochs.

Step 3: compute ST across all samples (i.e., Euclidean distance between the student’s and 

teacher’s predicted class probabilities).



Motivation Experiments

Step 4: split D and D′ into five equalized groups, respectively.
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𝑔! 𝑔" 𝑔# 𝑔$ 𝑔% 𝑔!& 𝑔"& 𝑔#& 𝑔$& 𝑔%&

ascending ST values ascending ST values

Step 5: further train the student with varying α values adjusted from {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}.

𝑆! (𝛼 = 0.1) 𝑆" (𝛼 = 0.3) 𝑆# (𝛼 = 0.5) 𝑆$ (𝛼 = 0.7) 𝑆% (𝛼 = 0.9)

Five distinct students



Motivation Experiments

Step 6: evaluate these five students across all five g groups and five g’ groups.  
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● Correct predictions: a higher ST indicates the higher learning potential from the teacher, favoring a larger 𝛼. 

● Incorrect predictions: knowledge from the teacher is misleading, and thus a smaller 𝛼 is advisable.

● Determining a proper sample-wise 𝛼 relies on the teacher’s or student’s performances and the value of ST.



Our TGeo-KD

TGeo-KD: learn the knowledge fusion ratio based on trilateral geometry within 𝑆, 𝑇, 𝐺 .

● Given a training sample (𝑥! , 𝑦!), the knowledge fusion ratio is modeled as 𝛼! = 𝑓"(∆!), where 

𝑓" is one network parameterized by 𝜔.

● ∆! represents the unique geometric relations among 𝑆! , 𝑇! , 𝐺! .
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Bilevel optimization: find the optimal sample-wise fusion ratio and the student network.

outer level: train the network 𝑓" parameterized by 𝜔 given fixed 𝜃∗

inner level: train the student parameterized by 𝜃 given fixed 𝜔



Exploiting Trilateral Geometry

How to model the sample-wise trilateral geometry of ∆𝒊?

Intra-sample relations ∆!%&'

● three edges: the student’s correctness, the teacher’s 

correctness, and the discrepancy between the student and 

teacher.

● three vertices: the exact probability across all classes. 
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Exploiting Trilateral Geometry

Inter-sample relations ∆!%
(&'

● The teacher may perform poorly on outliers.

● Blindly using teacher predictions as the supervisory signal 

can result in the misleading knowledge.

● An additional vertex 2𝑇)! ∈ ℝ
* : the teacher’s global average 

prediction on each class.

● An additional triplet 𝑆! , 2𝑇)! , 𝐺! : the trilateral geometry 

among inter-sample relations.
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Experimental Results

Experiments on three different 

tasks.

● Image classification on 

CIFAR-100. 

● Consistent performance 

improvement when the 

architectural gap 

increases and hetero-

architecture KD scenarios. 
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Experimental Results

● Image classification on 

ImageNet. 

● Same architecture style: the 

improvement of 1.10% over 

the strongest baseline. 

● Hetero-architecture style: 

the improvement of 0.94%.
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Experimental Results

● Attack detection on HIL and click-through rate (CTR) prediction on Criteo. 
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Conclusions

● An innovative method named TGeo-KD for learning sample-wise knowledge fusion ratios.

● Exploit the trilateral geometry among the supervision signals from the student, teacher, 

and ground truth by modeling both intra- and inter-sample geometric relations.

● Comprehensive experiments to demonstrate the consistent superiority across diverse 

application domains, as well as to highlight its adaptability across different architectures 

and model sizes.
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Thank you!
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions:

Chengming Hu Haolun Wu


